The aim of the conference is to bring together economists from different fields of Applied Economic Research in order to share methods and ideas. The topics to be covered include (but are not limited to): Applied Macroeconomic, Applied International Economics, Applied Microeconomics including Industrial Organisation, Applied work on International Trade Theory including European Economic Integration, Applied Financial Economics, Applied Agricultural Economics, Applied Labour and Demographic Economics, Applied Health Economics, Applied Education Economics.
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IMPORTANT DATES

Full paper submission (following the manuscript guidelines for Word users or Latex stylefile): 27th April, 2020.
Notification of successful authors (after peer review): 18th May, 2020
Early-bird and student registration: 31st May, 2020
Proposals for sessions and minisymposia: 27th April, 2020
Submission of abstracts for the poster session: 27th April, 2020

REGISTRATION FEES

Early registration (until 31st May, 2020): €300
Late registration: €400
Students: €200 (payment should be received by 31st May, 2020)
Registration for virtual presentation – early bird: €200 (payment should be received by 31st May, 2020)

Acceptance of full text papers is subject to blind peer review. All accepted papers will be published by Springer in the series *Springer Proceedings in Business and Economics* under the title *Advances in Longitudinal Data Methods in Applied Economic Research – Proceedings of the 2020 International Conference on Applied Economics (ICOAE)*
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